Genetics and personalized medicine in antidepressant treatment.
Antidepressant medication is a major cornerstone in treatment of mood and anxiety disorders. Numerous substances are available on the market; however, only 60% of treated patients show sufficient response to medication and side effects are common. Lengthy trials are not uncommon until the optimized drug and dose is found and unfortunately, no valid predictors to match the 'right' drug to the 'right' patient exist nowadays. Genetic factors are thought to be involved as evidenced by numerous pharmacogenetic studies. This comprehensive review summarizes the most interesting findings and discusses clinical implications of pharmacogenetic results. We reviewed available literature on pharmacogenetics of antidepressant response and side effects until summer 2011 using the PubMed database. Promising findings exist for several variants in candidate genes involved in the pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics of antidepressants. These include association findings in the serotonin transporter gene (5-HTT), serotonin receptor genes, a gene coding an efflux pump in the blood-brain-barrier (ABCB1), and genes involved in the HPA axis. Promising candidate genes increasing risk for side effects include some of the genes associated with treatment response and cytochrome P450 genes. A high number of studies on pharmacogenetics of antidepressants have been published during the past decades. However, contradictory results still limit clinical use of these findings. Future studies should include functional analyses and consider gene-gene and gene-environment interactions. This will aid in facilitating a future use of pharmacogenetics in clinical practice, likely leading to improved patient care.